Nissan frontier pictures

Nissan's next-generation Frontier is inching closer to production, and these spy photos show
off the one thing we've yet to really learn about the new truck: its interior. While it's clear that
Nissan put some effort into disguising many of the interior elements, it wasn't quite enough.
Many of the details are still obscured and the panel fitment is definitely preproduction, but we
can see more than enough to appreciate what Nissan has in store for the cabin of its overhauled
pickup. Let's start with the wheel, which no longer looks like a junkyard pull from a totaled
Versa , and then the infotainment screen, which was clearly designed alongside the dash
opening, rather than as an afterthought. It doesn't look particularly large in these photos â€”
probably around 8" or 9" diagonal, tops â€” but it's a far cry from what we're used to in the
outgoing Frontier. Elsewhere, we can see that the materials have pretty much universally been
upgraded. There's even some contrast stitching on the passenger-side dashboard above the
glove box. The HVAC controls have been consolidated somewhat, and beneath them we see two
USB ports one classic; one Type-C , a toggle for the truck's parking sensors, and switches for a
heated steering wheel and heated seats, indicating that this represents a fairly well-equipped
model. That said, from what we can see of the gauge cluster, it appears Nissan is sticking to
analogue readouts, likely with a digital information screen tucked between them. There's also
plenty of space for a larger screen based on the amount of real estate left in the bezel, so it's
possible there's some room left to explore above the equipment level of this prototype. There's
a lot more to the new Frontier than an interior upgrade, and fortunately we've already had the
opportunity to sample its powertrain. The 3. That output will also make it the most powerful
midsize truck in the segment. In the current body, this is good enough for a combined fuel
economy of 20 mpg with RWD and 19 mpg with 4WD, improving upon its 4. Credit goes to the
lighter, more efficient engine and the additional gear ratios, however, fuel economy is still dead
last in the segment among similar automatic V6 RWD trucks. We expect those numbers to
improve once Nissan can combine the new running gear with the model's updated, likely
sleeker body. Please see our terms for use of feeds. As spring break approaches, public health
experts urge caution. Biden plans order to bolster US supply chains, spurred by last year's
scramble for COVID medical gear and looming crisis in chips for electric cars. Load Error.
Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you purchase something through recommended
links in this article. Found the story interesting? Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm
already a fan, don't show this again. Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an
overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an
external site in a new window. The Nissan Frontier is fashionably late to the modern
mid-size-pickup party, but its bold bodywork, futuristic face, and adoption of popular
technology could make it the new hotness. While its blistered fenders draw inspiration from the
original Nissan Hardbody compact truck, we're happy to report the Frontier no longer looks like
a blast from the pastâ€”its predecessor remained largely unchanged for 16 years. Likewise, the
truck's interior goes from drab to near fab with a more stylish layout and additional features.
Power is provided by a potent hp V-6 that pairs with a nine-speed automatic transmission and
rear- or four-wheel drive. Off-road enthusiasts will appreciate the Pro-4X trim that has a beefier
suspension, an electronically locking rear differential, and other rugged add-ons. Look for the
Frontier at Nissan showrooms this summer. After waiting more than a decade and a half, Nissan
finally reveals the third-generation Frontier for the model year. Sure, it still rides on a frame that
dates back to the early s, but the suspension has been revised, and the rest of the truck is
considerably improved. Nissan offers the Frontier in several different trim levels, with the
choice of rear- or four-wheel drive and either an extended or crew cab. The company hasn't
released pricing for the lineup, but once that information is available, we'll provide a
recommendation for which to buy. The Frontier inherits the naturally aspirated 3. The engine
generates horsepower and pound-feet of torque. It pairs with a nine-speed automatic
transmission and rear- or four-wheel drive. We tested this powertrain in the Frontier Pro-4X and
didn't see a marked improvement in performance compared with the engine it replaced, but we'll
reserve judgment until we try it out in the latest truck. The Frontier's towing capacity tops out at
the same pounds as the previous generation's, which means it still falls short of rivals such as
the Chevy Colorado, GMC Canyon, and Jeep Gladiatorâ€”all of which can pull at least pounds.
The Nissan's maximum payload does increase by pounds, though, to pounds. Nissan hasn't
announced fuel-economy estimates for the Frontier. But since it has the same V-6 powertrain
that motivated the previous generation, you can expect to see around 18 mpg city and 24 mpg
highway. Once official figures are released and we can run the new Frontier on our mph
highway route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen , we can evaluate its real-world
fuel economy. For more information about the Frontier's fuel economy, visit the EPA's website.
Thankfully, the new Frontier's interior redesign looks to be a big improvement over the outdated
and plastic-laden cabin that plagued its predecessor. Not only did Nissan add snazzier trim

pieces and much-needed soft-touch surfaces, but the automaker also introduced more
contemporary features. The instrument cluster now features a larger color display to offset the
analog gauges. Heating for the steering wheel and front seats is also available. Speaking of
seats, the Frontier continues to comfort our backsides with Nissan's supple Zero Gravity
thrones. Interior cubby storage includes a bin on top of the dashboard and a place to store
items under the back seat. The truck offers two wheelbase lengths that support a short and long
cargo bed, respectively. The former measures just under five feet and the latter extends just
over six. The Frontier comes with an 8. Below the screen, Nissan provides physical knobs for
stereo volume and tuning. The Frontier can also be had with a subscription-based Wi-Fi hotspot
and wireless smartphone charging. And buyers can upgrade the sound system to a
nine-speaker Fender unit for additional cost. Unlike its predecessor, the Frontier offers an
assortment of driver-assistance technology as part of Nissan Safety Shield Highlights include
automatic high-beams, automated emergency braking, and class-exclusive rear automated
emergency braking. Other key safety features include:. The Frontier offers competitive limited
and powertrain warranties compared with other mid-size pickup trucks. However, almost every
competitorâ€”apart from the Honda Ridgeline â€”also includes some type of included
scheduled maintenance. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric
Stafford. More on the Nissan Frontier Pickup. The Car and Driver Difference. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. As far as impending redesigns go, the one coming for Nissan's
Frontier midsize pickup has been unusual. It's not because the current Frontier has been on
sale for 17 years with minimal changesâ€”although that is odd. But rather because for the
model year, expected to be the old Frontier's last, Nissan installed the all-new V-6 engine
destined for the next-generation Frontier. Somewhat lost amongst the Frontier's last-minute
heart transplant were the details of its model-year changeover. When the Frontier and its new
engine and transmission were announced last year, it was assumed the all-new Frontier would
be a model year vehicle. Or perhaps it'd be a model, and there would simply be no Frontier.
Given the situation, either move would have made sense. But Nissan has gone another way:
There will be a Frontier, whichâ€”you guessed itâ€”is still the old truck. Why the possibly short
run? Because the new Nissan Frontier is expected to debut soon, meaning this version likely
exists only to tide dealers over until that truck hits their lots later this year. The Frontier
continues the 's sugar-spouse marriage of an old frame and body with the very new hp 3.
Provided Frontier customers are cool with that bargain, they're in for decent valueâ€”the new
powertrain is standard across the Frontier lineup, a rarity in the segment where most
competitors like the pre Frontier offer weaker entry-level four-cylinder engines at a lower price
point. Only the Honda Ridgeline also offers standard V-6 power, while the Ford Ranger comes
only with a turbocharged four-cylinder engine offering six-cylinder-ish power. Still, thanks to its
ancient bones and interior, the current Frontier places last in our midsize pickup truck rankings
â€”a station the new model may soon change. Otherwise, the trim level structure remains the
same, with S and SV grades available on King Cab extended cab and larger Crew Cab body
styles, the latter available in regular and long-bed guises. The off-road-focused Frontier Pro4X
remains the top-dog offering, and includes four-wheel drive standard. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Alexander Stoklosa Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
The mid-size pickup was no longer just a workhorse, and many customers preferred them for
their off-road abilities. Instead of towing a trailer with tools and materials, these vehicles were
more often seen towing a trailer with motorbikes, ATVs, or ski-jets. The customers started to be
more concerned about comfort features rather than metallic bumpers. Last but not least, they
asked for better-looking vehicles, not just tools on wheels. From the outside, the Frontier
featured a completely renewed flat front area. The black grille sported the Nissan logo in the
middle and a mesh pattern that mimicked a fence. Its tall bumper showed a cut in the middle to
make room for a metallic shield, offered as an option. The beltline featured a small step on the
front doors and a second one on the back of the rear ones from its sides. Like its predecessor,
the Frontier was offered in two cab versions: King and Crew. Depending on the version, a 5- or
6-ft bed was fitted as standard. Under the hood, Nissan installed a new, direct fuel injected, 3. It
was available with 2WD or 4WD with a shift-on-the-fly ability and a low-range gear. The
carmaker installed an LSD as standard for off-road enthusiasts, while an electric locking
differential was available on specific versions. All rights reserved. Pick brand. Nissan
introduced a new generation of its Frontier pickup in February as a model year, and it was more
than a utility vehicle. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Nissan's next-generation
Frontier is inching closer to production, and these spy photos show off the one thing we've yet
to really learn about the new truck: its interior. While it's clear that Nissan put some effort into
disguising many of the interior elements, it wasn't quite enough. Many of the details are still
obscured and the panel fitment is definitely preproduction, but we can see more than enough to

appreciate what Nissan has in store for the cabin of its overhauled pickup. Let's start with the
wheel, which no longer looks like a junkyard pull from a totaled Versa , and then the
infotainment screen, which was clearly designed alongside the dash opening, rather than as an
afterthought. It doesn't look particularly large in these photos â€” probably around 8" or 9"
diagonal, tops â€” but it's a far cry from what we're used to in the outgoing Frontier. Elsewhere,
we can see that the materials have pretty much universally been upgraded. There's even some
contrast stitching on the passenger-side dashboard above the glove box. The HVAC controls
have been consolidated somewhat, and beneath them we see two USB ports one classic; one
Type-C , a toggle for the truck's parking sensors, and switches for a heated steering wheel and
heated seats, indicating that this represents a fairly well-equipped model. That said, from what
we can see of the gauge cluster, it appears Nissan is sticking to analogue readouts, likely with a
digital information screen tucked between them. There's also plenty of space for a larger screen
based on the amount of real estate left in the bezel, so it's possible there's some room left to
explore above the equipment level of this prototype. There's a lot more to the new Frontier than
an interior upgrade, and fortunately we've already had the opportunity to sample its powertrain.
The 3. That output will also make it the most powerful midsize truck in the segment. In the
current body, this is good enough for a combined fuel economy of 20 mpg with RWD and 19
mpg with 4WD, improving upon its 4. Credit goes to the lighter, more efficient engine and the
additional gear ratios, however, fuel economy is still dead last in the segment among similar
automatic V6 RWD trucks. We expect those numbers to improve once Nissan can combine the
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